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a b s t r a c t
‘‘The axiom of choice states that any set X of non-empty sets has a choice function—i.e. a
function X
f−→⋃ X satisfying f (x) ∈ x for all x ∈ X . When we want to generalise this to
a topos, we have to choose what we mean by non-empty, since in Set, the three concepts
non-empty, inhabited, and injective are equivalent, so the axiom of choice can be thought
of as any of the three statements made by replacing ‘‘non-empty’’ by one of these notions.
It seems unnatural to use non-empty in an intuitionistic context, so the first
interpretation to be used in topos theory was the notion based on inhabited objects.
However, Diaconescu (1975) [1] showed that this interpretation implied the law of the
excluded middle, and that without the law of the excluded middle, even the finite version
of the axiom of choice does not hold! Nevertheless some people still view this as the most
appropriate formulation of the axiom of choice in a topos.
In this paper, we study the formulation based upon injective objects. We argue that it
can be considered a more natural formulation of the axiom of choice in a topos, and that it
does not have the undesirable consequences of the inhabited formulation. We show that
if it holds for Set, then it holds in a wide variety of topoi, including all localic topoi. It also
has some of the classical consequences of the axiom of choice, although a lot of classical
results rely on both the axiom of choice and the law of the excluded middle. An additional
advantage of this formulation is that it can be defined for a slightly more general class of
categories than just topoi.
We also examine the corresponding injective formulations of Zorn’s lemma and the
well-order principle. The injective form of Zorn’s lemma is equivalent to the axiom of
injective choice, and the injective well-order principle implies the axiom of injective
choice.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and background
We begin by briefly recalling some backgroundmaterial, both for the benefit of those less familiar with topos theory, and
also to fix our terminology. We have mostly followed the notation and terminology in [4], which can serve as a reference
for anything that is not explained in sufficient detail here.
The axiom of choice states that any set X of non-empty sets has a choice function— i.e. a function X
f
/
⋃
X satisfying
f (x) ∈ x for all x ∈ X . When we want to generalise this to a topos, we have to choose what we mean by non-empty, since
in Set, the three concepts: non-empty, inhabited (i.e. satisfying the formula (∃x : X)(x ∈ X)) and injective are equivalent,
so the axiom of choice can be interpreted as any of the three statements made by replacing ‘‘non-empty’’ by one of these
notions.
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The first attempt to translate the axiom of choice to the language of a topos was to replace non-empty by inhabited.
However, Diaconescu [1] showed that this formulation implies the law of the excludedmiddle. Indeed, even finite inhabited
choice implies the law of the excluded middle. The problem is that if we take two uncomplemented subterminal objects U
and V whose union is 1, then their disjoint union U q V , as a subobject of 2 formed by containing one element with truth
U , and the other with truth V , will be an inhabited subobject of 2, but will not necessarily have any points, so we cannot get
a choice function P+2 c / 2.
Despite its flaw, many people still view the formulation in terms of inhabited objects as the axiom of choice for topoi. It
can be expressed in different ways. For example, it can be expressed as saying that all objects are projective with respect to
epimorphisms, or equivalently that all epimorphisms split. One easy consequence of this assertion is that the right adjoints
Πf to the pullback along f functor, for any morphism f , preserve epimorphisms. This can be seen as saying that any product
(indexed by objects X of the topos) of inhabited objects is inhabited. Classically, the assertion that a product of non-empty
sets is non-empty is equivalent to the axiomof choice. However, the assertion that a product of inhabited objects is inhabited
is strictlyweaker. It requires the additional condition that all epimorphismswhose codomain is a subobject of 1 split, in order
to recover the inhabited axiom of choice.
More formally, to obtain the inhabited axiom of choice in a topos, which we will denote AC+, we define an object X to be
choice if there is a choice function P+X c / X satisfying c(X ′) ∈ X ′ for all X ′ ∈ P+X , where P+X is the object of inhabited
subobjects of X , i.e. {S : PX |(∃x : X)(x ∈ S)}. The inhabited axiom of choice then says that all objects are choice.
One alternative formulation of the axiom of choice that has been attempted is to require the choice function to exist in
the internal logic of the topos, rather than as an external morphism. i.e. to require that the formula:
(∃c : XP+X )(∀X ′ : P+X)(c(X ′) ∈ X ′)
be satisfied in the internal language of the topos. This is equivalent to X being locally choice, i.e. there is somewell-supported
object A, i.e. the unique morphism from A to 1 is an epimorphism, such that X × A pi2 / A is choice in E/A. This is a weaker
formulation of the axiom of choice in a topos, but it still implies the law of the excluded middle. (Even finite choice still
implies this.)
For sets, any inhabited set has a point, so themeaning of the axiom of choice is that we can find points for infinitely many
sets at once, if we can find a point for each set. Therefore, it seems more natural to formulate the axiom of choice in a topos
as the assertion that we can find a choice function on the collection of subobjects X ′ of X that admit morphisms from 1. In
fact, since the function may already be defined for partial points, we need the ability to extend any partial point of X ′ to a
point. The objects X ′ for which we can do this are the locally injective subobjects of X .
Recall that X is injective if for any A / / B, any A / X extends to B / X . In a topos (or any category where
pushouts of monomorphisms exist and are mono) this is equivalent to the assertion that all monomorphisms with domain
X split. Injective objects are closed under products and retracts.
An object X in a topos E is locally injective if there is a well-supported object A such that X × A pi2 / A is injective in
E/A. We will also use the following terminology:
Definition 1.1. A morphism X
f
/ Y in a topos E , is locally injective if it is a locally injective object of E/Y .
In order to formulate the axiom of injective choice, we need to be able to construct the object of locally injective
subobjects of X , which we will call the injective power object of X , in any topos. Indeed, we can construct this object in
any effective regular (sometimes called Barr-exact, meaning every equivalence relation is the kernel pair of a morphism)
cartesian-closed category with enough injectives. Recall [5] that for an object X , the potency object BX is the object of
retracts of X , or equivalently the object of idempotent endomorphisms of X , and exists in any cartesian-closed category.
More formally, it is an object BX , with a retract CX of X × BX in E/BX , such that every retract of X × A in E/A is a pullback
of CX along a unique morphism A / BX .
2. Definition and basic properties
2.1. Definition and construction
We start by defining an injective power object, and showing how they can be constructed in any topos (and in some
other categories). We will then be able to define injectively choice objects, and state the axiom of injective choice. We also
give some closure properties of the collection of injectively choice objects.
Definition 2.1. In a regular category, an injective power object for an object X , is an object IX together with a chosen
subobject ∈ / / X × IX , such that:
(i) ∈ / / X × IX pi2 / IX is a locally injective morphism.
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(ii) For any S / m / X × A such that S / m / X × A pi2 / A is locally injective, there is a unique morphism A pmq / IX such
that
S /

m

∈


X × A
1X×pmq
/ X × IX
is a pullback. Sometimes we will write pSq instead of pmq.
Proposition 2.2. In a cartesian-closed effective regular category, any injective object has an injective power object.
Proof. When X is injective, IX is a quotient of the potency object BX by the relation R which relates two idempotent
endomorphisms e and f if they have the same fixed points, i.e. if ef = f and fe = e. It is obvious that this is an equivalence
relation. Therefore, it is the kernel pair of its coequaliser, which we will call BX
q  / IX . We construct ∈ as the image of
CX / / X × BX  /X × IX
We want to show that
CX


 / ∈


X × BX
1×q
 / X × IX
is a pullback. If we let the pullback be the subobject P / / X × BX , then we want to show that the inclusion of CX into
this subobject is an isomorphism. Let (x, f ) ∈ P . This means that
(∃(x, e) : X × BX)(((x, e) ∈ CX) ∧ (q(e) = q(f )))
However, since R is the kernel pair of q, we have that (e, f ) ∈ R, so ef = f and fe = e. Recall that CX = {(x, f ) : X×BX |fx = x}.
Now since (x, e) ∈ CX , we get that ex = x, so fx = f (ex) = (fe)x = ex = x. Thus, (x, f ) ∈ CX , meaning that CX = P , so that
the above diagram is indeed a pullback. This means that ∈ is locally injective, because the pullback along BX q  / IX is CX ,
which is injective in E/BX , because X is injective in E , and pullback along BX  /1 preserves injectives because its left
adjoint preserves monos.
Let
S ′  /

m′

S

m

A′ × X
a×1X
 / A× X
be a pullback, where S ′ is injective in E/A′. Given A′ × X l  /S ′ a splitting of S ′ / m′ / A′ × X over A′, there is a unique
morphism A′
f
/ BX such that in
A′ × X f×1X /
l
_
BX × X
_
S ′ /

m′

CX


A′ × X f×1X / BX × X
both squares are pullbacks. Let R′ be the pullback of R along f×f , and let A′ c  /C be the coequaliser of the two projections
of R′. c factors through a, because R′ contains the kernel pair of a (since if it relates two elements, then they are related to
the same set of elements of X by S ′). Also, both squares in
R′
/
/

A′
f

R
/
/ BX
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commute, so A′
f
/ BX / IX factors through c , and hence through a. We will show that this factorisation has the
properties we required of pmq. Let S ′′ / / X × A be the pullback of ∈ along this factorisation. The pullback of S ′′ along
1X × a is S ′. However, 1X × a is a cover (i.e. a morphism which does not factor through any non-identity monomorphism,
sometimes called a strong epimorphism) so S ′′ ∼= S as subobjects of A×X . For a fixed splitting of S ′ / m′ / A′×X , uniqueness
follows because a is epi. The composite A′
f
/ BX  / IX is independent of the splitting chosen, so the factorisation
A / IX is unique, since A′ a / A is epi. 
Proposition 2.3. If X / m / X˜ is a subobject, and X˜ has an injective power object, then so does X.
Proof. Take the pullback
P / /


BX˜


X X˜ /
mX˜
/ X˜ X˜
IX is then the image of P / / BX˜  / IX˜ , while ∈X is the pullback of ∈X˜ along X × IX / m×1 / X˜ × IX / / X˜ × IX˜ . As a
pullback of a locally injective object along a mono, ∈X is clearly locally injective.
Given a locally injective subobject S / s / X×A, there is a uniquemorphismA p(m×1)sq / IX˜ . The pullback of p(m×1)sq
along BX˜  / IX˜ corresponds to a retract S ′ of X˜ × A′ factoring through X × A′. It therefore factors through X X˜ , and thus
through P . Therefore, p(m× 1)sq factors through IX / / IX˜ , making IX the injective power object of X . 
Corollary 2.4. If a cartesian-closed effective regular category has enough injectives, then it has injective power objects.
Proof. This is immediate from the preceding two propositions. 
Remark 2.5. In a topos, we can give a simpler construction of the injective power object: for injective X , IX is the image of
the morphism BX / PX , while for general X there is a pullback:
IX


/ / PX

∃m

IX˜ / / PX˜
where X˜ is the partial map classifier for X , and X / m / X˜ is the obvious inclusion.
Now we are ready to form the axiom of injective choice in any locally cartesian-closed category with injective power
objects:
Definition 2.6. An object X is injectively choice if there is an injective choice function, i.e. a morphism IX c / X , such that
(∀y : IX)(c(y) ∈ y).
There are other possible definitionswemight prefer to use. The assertion that there is a choice function can be interpreted
in multiple ways. This form is the external interpretation — i.e. the choice function exists as an external morphism. It may
seem more natural to require the object of choice functions to be locally injective (since this is how we are interpreting
non-empty in this context). We may also wish to consider the case where the object of choice functions is injective.
More formally, we make the following definitions:
Definition 2.7. An object X is strongly injectively choice if the object of injective choice functions
{c : X IX |(∀x′ : IX)(c(x′) ∈ x′)}
is injective. We will call X internally injectively choice if this object is locally injective.
The axiom of injective choice (IC) (respectively strong injective choice, internal injective choice) is the assertion that all
objects are injectively choice (respectively strongly injectively choice, internally injectively choice).
We will see later that the axiom of injective choice is equivalent to the axiom of strong injective choice. However, the
axiom of internal injective choice is strictly weaker.
Remark 2.8. Since we are studying injective objects, it will be important to consider which objects are injective in the
particular topos we are studying. For example, it will be important to know whether 2 is an injective object in the topos.
This is equivalent to the logical principle DeMorgan’s Law. The subterminal object corresponding to the truth of the assertion
that De Morgan’s Law holds in the topos will be denoted JDMLK. More generally, we will use JφK to represent the truth of
any proposition φ. The truth of De Morgan’s Lawwill be important, because it is equivalent to the assertion that the disjoint
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union of two injective objects is injective. When we have injective choice, DML will mean that our choice function picks
one out of every pair of elements. When we formulate the injective well-order principle, we will see that DML means that
injective well-orders are total orders.
2.2. Closure properties of injectively choice objects
We now study the closure properties of the collection of injectively choice objects in a topos.
Proposition 2.9. Subobjects of injectively choice objects are injectively choice.
Proof. If A′ / m / A is a subobject, then there is a mono IA′ / Im / IA corresponding to the subobject given by the composite
∈ / / A′× IA′ / m×1 / A× IA′, which is locally injective in E/IA′, and if IA c / A is an injective choice function for A, then
the composite IA′ / Im / IA c / A factors throughm, and the factorisation is an injective choice function for A′. 
Wewill also show that the disjoint union of two injectively choice objects is injectively choice. We will start by taking a
closer look at which subobjects of A q B are injective. For a disjoint union of two objects to be injective, it is not necessary
for both objects to be injective, because one of themmight not even be well-supported. For studying I(Aq B), the following
definitions will be useful.
Definition 2.10. An object X in a topos E is pseudo-injective if any ¬¬-dense monomorphism with domain X is split. The
object of locally pseudo-injective subobjects of X will be denoted PSI(X).
The important point of this definition is that if X has a point, then the inclusion of X into its partial map classifier X˜ is
¬¬-dense, so that if X is pseudo-injective and has a point, then it is injective. It will also follow from Lemma 4.10 that a
pseudo-injective object is also locally injective if it is inhabited.
Definition 2.11. An object A of a topos E is ¬¬-complementable if for any A / m / B / n / C where n is ¬¬-closed and
m is ¬¬-dense, n is complemented. The object of ¬¬-complementable pseudo-injective subobjects of an object X will be
denoted PSI¬¬cX .
The significance of these two definitions comes from the following lemma:
Lemma 2.12. For a topos E and an object A of E , Aq 1 is injective if and only if A is pseudo-injective and¬¬-complementable.
Proof. Suppose Aq1 is injective. Given a¬¬-dense A / m / B, a splitting of Aq1 / mq1 / Bq1mustmap B to the¬¬-closure
of A in Aq 1, which is A, i.e. Amust be pseudo-injective.
Themono Aq1 / ({},⊥) / A˜ is split by some A˜ c  /Aq1. This gives that A˜ = A1q{⊥}, as {⊥} = ¬A, so A1 is the¬¬-closure
of A, and A / / A1 is therefore¬¬-dense. So given A / m / B / n / C where n is¬¬-closed andm is¬¬-dense, there is
a pullback
A /

m

A


B /

n

A1


C / A˜
so n is the pullback of a complemented subobject, and therefore complemented.
For the converse, given A q 1 / m / X , let X1 = ¬¬A, as a subobject of X . As A is ¬¬-complementable, X1 is
complemented, so X = X1 q ¬X1. The disjoint union of the splitting of A / / X1 and the morphism ¬X1 / 1 is a
splitting ofm, making Aq 1 injective. 
This enables us to show:
Proposition 2.13.
I(Aq B) = IA× PSI¬¬cB ∪ IB× PSI¬¬cA
Proof. Given an injective subobject I of A q B, define subobjects J = A ∩ I and K = B ∩ I , so that I = J q K . Since I
has a point, J and K have partial points U and V respectively, such that U ∪ V = 1. However, if J has a point, then it is a
retract of J q K = I , so in E/U , J is injective. On the other hand, in E/U , we have that K q 1 is a retract of K q J , which
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is injective, so K is pseudo-injective and ¬¬-complemented. Similarly, in E/V , K is injective, and J is pseudo-injective and
¬¬-complementable. Therefore, the truth of the assertion ‘‘One of J and K is injective, and the other is pseudo-injective and
¬¬-complementable’’. contains both U and V , so it must be 1, i.e. the assertion is globally true. 
Having expressed I(A q B) as the union of these two subsets, we want to construct the choice function as the choice
function from A for the first subset, and the choice function from B otherwise. In order for this to be totally defined, we need
to show that the first subset IA× PSI¬¬cB is complemented. It is sufficient to show that the intersection
IA ∩ PSI¬¬cA× IB ∩ PSI¬¬cB
is complemented.
Lemma 2.14. If Y is pseudo-injective and ¬¬-complementable, then the truth of the assertion that Y is locally injective is
complemented.
Proof. Let U be the truth of the assertion that Y is locally injective. Slicing over a well-supported object in E/U if necessary,
assume there is a mono U / u / Y . Consider the pushouts
U /
u /


Y


¬¬U / /


Y ′


1 / / Y ′′
Themono Y / / Y ′ is¬¬-dense, so it is split and Y ′ / / Y ′′ is complemented. Therefore, U ∼= ¬¬U is a complemented
subterminal. 
Proposition 2.15. If A and B are injectively choice, then so is Aq B.
Proof. Let cA and cB be choice functions for A and B. We know that
I(Aq B) = IA× PSI¬¬cB ∪ IB× PSI¬¬cA
and the intersection of the two parts is IA× IB× JDMLK, which is complemented. I(AqB) therefore admits a choice function
to Aq B given by the choice function IA cA / A on IA× PSI¬¬cB and IB cB / B on its complement. 
We would like to show that all finite objects are injectively choice. In a topos, there are a number of ways in which we
can interpret finiteness. The most general notion for which we can show that injective choice holds is K˜ -finiteness, which
is a generalisation of Kuratowski finiteness. We recall the definition here. (For a more detailed discussion, see Chapter D5.4
of [4].) For any object X , we form a subobject K˜X of PX , by taking the subobject X˜ / / PX of partial singleton subobjects,
and closing it under binary unions. We say that X is K˜ -finite if the top subobject (namely the whole of X) is a member of
K˜X . For a property that can be described in the internal language of a topos (in this case internal injective choice, but not
injective choice), we can show that it holds for all K˜ -finite objects if we can show that the collection of objects for which it
holds contains 0, and is closed under unions with partial singletons. Since we already know that the class of injective choice
objects is closed under subobjects, it is sufficient to show that it is closed under unions with singletons.
The technique we use for proving this is one that we will use in other cases, so we will establish some notation: if A is
an object of E , and U x / A is a partial point of A — i.e. U is a subterminal object, then we will use AU→x to denote the
subobject {a : A|U ⇒ (a = x)} of A. We will sometimes want to construct a choice function in two steps — firstly we will
construct a partial choice function on A × U , then, given a locally injective subobject of A, we can apply this partial choice
function to get a partial point U x / A, and thenwe can try to construct a choice function on AU→x to complete our choice.
For this approach to work, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 2.16. If A is locally injective, then so is AU→x for any partial point U
x / A.
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove the result for injective objects, since the pullback of AU→x is another object of the same
form. Since A is injective, we have the splitting A˜ c / A of the inclusion. Let A˜↑(x) = {y : A˜|x ⊆ y}. This is easily seen to be
a retract of the partial map classifier of AU→x, so it is injective. However, the composite A˜↑x / / A˜
c / A clearly factors
through AU→x, and provides a splitting to the inclusion AU→x / / A˜↑x. 
Proposition 2.17. If A = A′ ∪ 1, where A′ is internally injectively choice, then the object of injective choice functions of A is
inhabited.
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Proof. LetU = A′∩1. Let C be the object of injective choice functions for A′. Wewill show that the object of choice functions
for A admits a morphism from C , and is therefore inhabited. Let f be a choice function for A′, and let A′′ be a locally injective
subobject of A. Clearly, in E/U , A′′ × U is a locally injective subobject of A′, so we have a partial element f (A′′ × U). We will
call this x. By Lemma 2.16, AU→x is a locally injective subobject of A. Now, in Shc(U)(E), A is a disjoint union of A′ and 1, so
it is injectively choice. Therefore, we can apply our choice function to AU→x. This gives us an element of AU→x, which is also
an element of A in E . Thus, we have created a choice function for A. 
We will see later (Proposition 4.8) that if the object of injective choice functions for A is inhabited, then it is locally
injective. From this, it will follow that:
Corollary 2.18. All K˜ -finite objects are internally injectively choice.
Proof. Let X be a K˜ -finite object, and let CX be the collection of internally injectively choice subobjects of X . Clearly, CX
contains all subsingleton subobjects of X , and by the previous proposition, it is closed under unions with a partial singleton.
Therefore, it must contain the top subobject X , so X is internally injectively choice. 
Remark 2.19. One closure property that the collection of injective choice objects lacks is closure under local isomorphism
— there are locally isomorphic objects, one of which is injectively choice while the other is not. For example, if C2 is the two
element group, then in [C2, Set], the representable functor is locally isomorphic to 2, but it is not injectively choice. We can
resolve this problem by taking internal injective choice.
2.3. Functoriality of I
We described how to construct injective power objects at the start of this section. However, we did not discuss the
functorial properties at the time. We will now rectify this situation. The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 2.20. If X / m / Y is a monomorphism, then there is a monomorphism IX / Im / IY which assigns each injective
subobject of X to its image under m, which, being isomorphic to the original subobject, is injective. This assignment is functorial
on monomorphisms.
On the other hand, if we have an epimorphism, the above approach may not work, because the image of an injective
subobject of X might not be an injective subobject of Y . However, we have:
Lemma 2.21. Any quotient of an injective, injectively choice object, is injective.
Proof. Let I be injective, and let I
f  / J be a quotient. Then f is locally injective, as the pullback I ×J I pi1 / I is injective.
(Given I ×J I / m / X over I , the other projection pi2, i.e. the top of the pullback, factors through m by injectivity of I . This
factorisation paired with the morphism X  / I induces a splitting ofm.) Therefore, there is a pullback
I /

(1,f )

∈


I × J 1×fˆ / I × II
and if II c / I is an injective choice function then cfˆ is a splitting of f . 
From here, we get:
Proposition 2.22. If IC holds, then the injective power object construction can be made into a functor (indeed a subfunctor of the
covariant power object functor ∃).
Proof. We know that ∃ is a functor, so we only need to show that it has the correct image, i.e. that if X ′ is locally injective,
then so is ∃f (X ′). However, this is automatic from Lemma 2.21. 
3. IC topoi
Having looked at which objects are IC in a fixed topos, we naturally move on to the question of which topoi are IC. We
will first need:
Proposition 3.1. IC holds in a topos E if and only if all locally injective morphisms in E are split-epi.
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Proof. Suppose IC holds. Let J
f  /X be a locally injective morphism. f corresponds to its graph J /
gf
/ J×X in E/X , and
thence to a morphism X
fˆ
/ IJ , given by fˆ (x) = {y : J|f (y) = x}. Clearly, the composite
X
fˆ
/ IJ c / J
f
/ X
is the identity, making f split-epi.
Conversely, suppose locally injective morphisms split. For any object X , ∈ / / X × IX pi2 / IX is locally injective by
definition, so it is split by amorphism IX
f
/ ∈. The composite of f with∈ / / X×IX pi1 / X is then clearly an injective
choice function. 
Recall that for a subterminal object U of E , the topos Shc(U)(E) is the subtopos of objects X that satisfy X × U ∼= U . (See
Section 4.4 of [4].)
Lemma 3.2. If Ω
j
/ Ω is a local operator (sometimes called a Lawvere–Tierney topology) on a topos E , and f is a locally
injective morphism in Shj(E), then f is locally injective in E .
Proof. Suppose that A
f
/ C is injective in Shj(E)/C . Now suppose we have an object Z of E , and a monomorphism
A / m / Z in E/C . Let a be the associated sheaf functor (i.e. the adjoint to the inclusion of Shj(E) into E ). We obtain a
morphism A /
a(m)
/ a(Z) as the composite A / m / Z
ηZ / a(z). It is mono because a preserves monos. It is over C because
of the adjunction. Therefore, it has a splitting a(Z) s / A over C . Composing this with ηZ yields a splitting of m. Thus,
A
f
/ C is injective in E/C . Also, since the inclusion of Shj(E) into E has a left adjoint, it preserves 1, so well-supported
objects in Shj(E) are well-supported in E , meaning that locally injective morphisms in Shj(E) are locally injective in E . 
Lemma 3.3. If a topos E satisfies IC, then so does Shc(U)(E) for any subterminal U.
Proof. Let A c / B be a locally injective morphism in Shc(U)(E). By Lemma 3.2, c is locally injective in E . Therefore, it has
a splitting by IC in E , and hence Shc(U)(E) also satisfies IC. 
Proposition 3.4. If IC holds in a topos E , then for any object X of E , IC holds in E/X.
Proof. This is obvious from Proposition 3.1. 
To classify the Grothendieck topoi inwhich IC holds, wewill need the notion of a restrictively pointed object, introduced in
[6]. An object X is restrictively pointed if for any subterminalU strictly less than the support of X , the image of X in Shc(u)(E)
has no non-trivial partial map from 1. In the case where we can take U = 0, we call the object completely pointless. One of
the results of that paper is that if subobjects ofΩ form a generating family, then there are no non-zero restrictively pointed
objects in any slice of the topos. In particular, localic Grothendieck topoi have no restrictively pointed objects, so we will
show that they all satisfy injective choice if Set does.
Theorem 3.5. If AC holds inSet, then a locally small cocomplete toposE satisfies IC if and only if there are no non-zero restrictively
pointed objects in any slice of E .
Proof. (⇐) It is sufficient to show that in such a topos, all locally injective objects have points, since a slice of E has the
same properties. Let L be a locally injective object. Consider the external set of partial points of L. By cocompleteness of E , it
is chain-complete, so L has a maximal partial point U
p
/ L, by Zorn’s Lemma in Set. Let S = {x : L|U ⇒ (p = x)}. Now
p ⊆ S, and S × U ∼= U . Therefore S is a c(U)-sheaf, so by maximality of p, all subterminal subobjects of S containing U are
U . However, any subterminal subobject of S can be extended to one that contains U . Therefore S is completely pointless in
Shc(U)(E). Since E has no non-zero restrictively pointed objects, this means that S = U . However, L is locally injective, so
there is an objectM such thatM× L pi1 /M is injective in E/M . The morphismM×U / 1×p /M× L therefore extends to a
morphismM /
pˆ
/M × L, overM , which must factor throughM × S by definition of S. Therefore, S is well-supported, and
so U = 1, meaning that L has a point.
(⇒) If E has a completely pointless object C , then the associated ¬¬-sheaf of C is also completely pointless, since the
morphism from C to its associated¬¬-sheaf has¬¬-dense image, so that any partial point of the associated¬¬-sheaf that
has 0 intersection with the image of C must itself be 0. However, in Sh¬¬(E), all inhabited objects are locally injective, as
Sh¬¬(E) is boolean. By Lemma 3.2, a(C) is locally injective in E . Therefore, if E has a completely pointless object, then it has
a locally injective completely pointless object, which will violate IC.
Therefore, if E satisfies IC, then any closed subtopos of a well-supported slice of E also satisfies IC, and thus has no
completely pointless objects. 
Corollary 3.6. If subobjects ofΩ generate a locally small, cocomplete topos, and AC holds for sets, then IC holds in the topos.
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4. Equivalent propositions
In this section, we examine intuitionistic versions of a number of statements which are classically equivalent to the
axiom of choice, and see how they compare. Intuitionistically, we do not get the vast number of consequences that AC has
classically. Some people may view this as a defect of injective choice. We see it as highlighting the importance of the law of
the excluded middle in these results. A full description of the equivalences and implications between them is provided in
Theorem 4.24.
Proposition 4.1. If IC and the law of the excluded middle both hold, then so does AC+.
Proof. If the law of the excluded middle holds, then any object X with a point x is injective, since we define a splitting of
X / / Y by f (y) = y if y ∈ X , and f (y) = x otherwise. However, every inhabited object locally has a point, so every
inhabited object is locally injective, i.e. P+X = IX . Therefore, if IC holds then so does AC+. 
4.1. Π-functors
We will now show that if IC holds, thenΠ-functors preserve injective objects. We will need:
Lemma 4.2. If I is injective in a topos, then so is IA for any object A.
Proof. Since I is injective, it is a retract ofΩ I . Raising this to the power A, we get that IA is a retract ofΩ I×A, which is a power
object, and so injective. 
Lemma 4.3. If I is an injective object in a topos, then for any I / m / A, the object of splittings of m, i.e. the object
S = {f : IA|(∀i : I)(f (m(i)) = i)},
is also injective.
Proof. Since I is injective, so is IA, so we just need to show that S is a retract of IA. We have an obvious morphism
IA r / PS(m), where PS(m) is the object of partial splittings ofm, given by sending f to the restriction of f to the subobject
Af = {a : A|(a ∈ m(I))⇒ (f (a) = a)}
We can also form an endomorphism of the object of partial splittings sending a partial splitting A′
g
/ I to the partial
splitting A′ ∪ I gˆ / I given by
gˆ(x) =
{
g(x) if x ∈ A′
x if x ∈ I
This is well-defined because g is a partial splitting. The image of this endomorphism is the collection of partial splittings
whose domain includes the whole of I . Now a partial splitting A′
g
/ I , corresponds to a unique morphism A / I˜ , so
if we have chosen a splitting I˜ c / I of I / s / I˜ , then we can compose with this to get a morphism from the collection of
partial splittings ofm to the collection of total splittings. It is easy to check that the composite
IA r / PS(m)
(ˆ)
/ PS(m)
c◦(_)
/ S
of the three morphisms just described is a splitting of the inclusion S / / IA. 
Theorem 4.4. If IC holds, thenΠ-functors preserve injective objects, and indeed map locally injective objects to injective objects.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for Π-functors of morphisms with codomain 1, since IC is stable under slicing. Let
I i / X be an injective object in E/X . We will produce a splitting of ΠX (i) / / I˜X . Recall that ΠX (i) is the subobject
{k : IX |(∀x : X)(ik(x) = x)}. We know that i corresponds to amorphism X / II . We can compose this with the inclusion,
to get a morphism X
f
/ I˜ I . Using Lemma 4.3, this can be extended to a morphism X
fˆ
/ I
(˜
I˜ I
)
, given by
fˆ (x) = {k : I˜˜ I |(∀i : I˜) ((k(i) ∈ f (x)) ∧ (i ∈ f (x)⇒ k(i) = i))}
Picking a choice function I
(˜
I˜ I
)
c / I˜˜ I , we can compose to get amorphism X
g
/ I˜˜ I . Its transpose I˜×X g / I˜ satisfies:
• g(j, x) ∈ f (x)
• (j ∈ f (x))⇒ (g(i, x) = i)
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Now recall thatΠX (i) = {k : IX |ik = 1X }. We can take the composite:
gˆ = I˜X × X 1×∆ / I˜X × X × X ev×1 / I˜ × X g / I˜
This satisfies gˆ(h, x) = g(x) (h(x)), so its transpose I˜X gˆ / I˜X must satisfy gˆ(h) ∈ ΠX (i), and
(h(x) ∈ f (x))⇒ (gˆ(h)(x) = h(x)),
in particular, this means that (h ∈ ΠX (i)) ⇒ (gˆ(h) = h), so gˆ is a splitting ofΠX (i) / / I˜X . ThusΠX (i) is a retract of an
injective object, so it is injective. 
We can easily modify this proof to get:
Proposition 4.5. If internal IC holds, thenΠ-functors preserve locally injective objects.
Proof. If we let C be the object of choice functions on I˜˜ I , then instead of X
g
/ I˜˜ I in the previous proof, we get a
morphism X × C g / I˜˜ I . Proceeding as in that proof, we get the morphism I˜X × C gˆ / I˜X , satisfying gˆ(h, c) ∈ ΠX (i) and
h ∈ ΠX (i)⇒ gˆ(h, c) = h. This makes gˆ a local splitting ofΠX (i) / / I˜X , and so,ΠX (i) is a locally injective object. 
Conversely, if Π-functors preserve locally injective objects, then we can consider the object ∈ / X × IX pi2 / IX
of E/IX , which is locally injective. The functorΠIX sends a morphism to the object of its splittings, which in this case, is the
object of injective choice functions of X . Therefore, the assertion thatΠ-functors preserve locally injective objects implies
that the object of choice functions for any object is locally injective.
For the IC case,whereΠ-functors send locally injective objects to injective objects,we can apply this to trivialΠ-functors,
and so get that, in any slice, locally injective objects are injective, and in particular, locally injective morphisms split.
In summary, we have shown:
Theorem 4.6. The following are equivalent:
1. All objects are injectively choice.
2. Π-functors send locally injective objects to injective objects.
3. In any slice of E , locally injective objects are injective.
4. Locally injective morphisms split.
5. All objects are strongly injectively choice. 
The second of these statements is essentially the statement that injective objects are closed under products. It is easy to
see from Proposition 2.21 that another consequence of IC is that injective objects are also closed under quotients.
We can provide a more direct proof that IC implies strong IC. This works for injectively choice objects even if IC does not
hold in the whole topos.
Proposition 4.7. If X is injectively choice, then its object of choice functions is injective.
Proof. The object of partial choice functions of X is clearly a retract of the object of partial functions from IX to X , by sending
a partial function to its product with the subterminal object corresponding to the truth of the assertion that it is a partial
choice function. It is therefore sufficient to show that the object of choice functions is a retract of the object of partial choice
functions. However, we have a morphism from the object of partial choice functions of X to the object of endomorphisms
of IX , formed by sending the partial choice function p to the endomorphism which sends the injective subobject S to the
subobject SJp(S)∈XK→p(S) = {x ∈ S|(p(S) ∈ X) ⇒ (x = p(S))}. (This is locally injective by Lemma 2.16.) Now if c is
a choice function, we can compose this endomorphism of IX with c to get another choice function extending the partial
choice function. Therefore, the object of choice functions is injective. 
A straightforward modification of the proof gives:
Proposition 4.8. If the object of injective choice functions of X is inhabited, then it is locally injective.
Proof. As above, from any partial choice function, we can get an endomorphism of IX . Now if we let C be the object of choice
functions, we have a morphism IX × C / X , so in E/C , we can extend any partial choice function corresponding to the
endomorphism IX × C / IX × C , into a choice function. Thus, in E/C , the object of choice functions becomes a retract
of the object of partial choice functions, and so it is locally injective if it is inhabited. 
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4.2. Zorn’s lemma and the well-order principle
Two of the most useful and important statements that are classically equivalent to the axiom of choice are Zorn’s
Lemma and the Well-order Principle. In this section, we give ways to formulate them intuitionistically in terms of injective
subobjects, and study how these formulations interact with the axiom of injective choice. The usual statement of Zorn’s
lemmaalso looks intuitionistically natural, anddoes not imply the lawof the excludedmiddle.We show that this formulation
is equivalent to internal injective choice.
Classically, a poset is defined to be inductive if every chain has an upper bound. Intuitionistically, we express this as the
statement:
(∀C : PX) (((∀x, y ∈ C)(x 6 y ∨ y 6 x))⇒ (∃z : X)(∀w ∈ C)(w 6 z))
For the injective case, the definition is obvious:
Definition 4.9. An internal poset X is injectively inductive if every chain in X has an injective object of upper bounds.
Recall that the classical form of Zorn’s Lemma (ZL+) is that every inductive poset has a maximal element, i.e. an x such
that (x 6 y)⇒ (x = y). The injective form of Zorn’s Lemma (IZL) is the assertion that any injectively inductive poset has an
injective object of maximal elements. The internal form of IZL is that every injectively inductive poset has a locally injective
object of maximal elements.
Recall that the classical proof that the axiom of choice implies Zorn’s lemma starts by choosing a larger element for any
non-maximal element in X . To apply a similar method using injective choice, we will need to have a locally injective object
of possibilities to choose from. We start by introducing some notation. For x : X , we define
(x) = {y : X |(y > x) ∧ ((y = x)⇒ (∀z : X)(z > x⇒ z = x))}
Now in order to make the required choices, we will want to show that (x) is locally injective. (Actually, we only need to
choose a locally injective subobject of it, but it turns out that we can prove it is locally injective in the cases we need.)
Lemma 4.10. A ¬¬-closed inhabited subobject of an injective object is locally injective.
Proof. Let I be an injective object in a topos E , and let X be a ¬¬-closed subobject. We will show that X × X is a retract of
I×X in E/X . Wewill do this by constructing amorphism from I×X to I , whose imagemust factor through X . Wewill pick a
splitting I˜ s / I of the inclusion. This exists because I is injective. Nowwe have the partial morphism I×X f / I , given
by
f (a, b) =
{
a if a ∈ X
b if a 6∈ X
We let f˜ be the corresponding morphism I × X f˜ / I˜ . When we compose f˜ and s, it is clear that X is ¬¬-dense in the
image, because the domain of f is¬¬-dense. However, since X is¬¬-closed, this means that X is the image. This expresses
X as a local retract of I , so X is locally injective. 
Corollary 4.11. For a poset X, and x ∈ X, if ↑(x) is locally injective, then so is (x).
Proof. This is obvious, since if we let U be the truth of the assertion that x is maximal, then in Shc(U)(E), the subobject (x)
of ↑(x) is ¬¬-closed. Thus, (x) is locally injective in Shc(U)(E). But it is an element of Shc(U)(E), as it is isomorphic to 1 in
E/U . Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, (x) is locally injective in E . 
This gives us:
Lemma 4.12. If X is an injectively inductive poset, then it satisfies (x) is locally injective for every element x ∈ X.
Proof. The singleton subobject {x} is a chain, so ↑(x) is locally injective. Hence, by the preceding corollary, so is (x). 
Theorem 4.13. (IC)⇒(IZL) and internal IC⇒ internal IZL
Proof. Let X be an injectively inductive poset. Since every (x) is locally injective,  corresponds to a morphism X

/ IX ,
which can then be composed with IX c / X to get an inflationary endomorphism f of X , whose fixed points are exactly
the maximal elements of X . Similarly, there is a morphism g from the object of chains in X to X sending every chain in X to
an upper bound. Fix a point x0 of X . (X has a point because it is injective as the set of upper bounds of the empty chain.) Form
O(x0) a subobject of PX as the closure of the singleton {x0} in PX under the relation R relating a subobject y of X to y ∪ {x}
whenever either y has a top element x′ and f (x′) = x or y is a chain and g(y) = x, and under unions of chains. We can form
this closure as the intersection of all subobjects of X that contain {x0}, and are closed under the relations.
Claim 4.14. O(x0) is a chain.
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Proof. We can show by induction that if x ∈ O(x0), then O(x) ⊆ O(x0). Furthermore, we can show by induction on x that
for all y ∈ O(x0), either y 6 x or y ∈ O(x). 
Thus O(x0) has an upper bound, x = g(O(x0)). But O(x0) is R-closed, so x ∈ O(x0), and thus f (x) ∈ O(x0), meaning
f (x) = x, i.e. x is a maximal element. This produces an inflationary morphism m from X to the object of maximal elements
of X , meaning that the object of maximal elements of X is a retract of X , and therefore injective.
For the internal case, we let C be the object of choice functions of X . Then similarly to the above, we get C × X m / X ,
sending every pair (c, x) to a maximal element of X that lies above x. This means that the object of maximal elements of X
becomes a retract of X in E/C , and is therefore locally injective. 
Theorem 4.15. IZL⇒ZL+
Proof. Let X be an inductive poset. Now let C(X) be the object of chains of X , ordered by initial segments, i.e.
c1 6 c2 ⇔ (c1 ⊆ c2) ∧ ((∀x ∈ c1)(∀y ∈ c2)((y 6 x)⇒ (y ∈ c1)))
It is easy to see that every chain in C(X) has an injective object of upper bounds, with the least upper bound given by the
union. Therefore, C(X) has a maximal element, C . Since every chain in X has an upper bound, C must have an upper bound,
y. However, this means that C ∪ {y} is also a chain in X , and by maximality of C , this means y ∈ C . Any other upper bound
of C must also be in C , and so must be 6 y. Therefore, y is a maximal element. 
Lemma 4.16. The object C˜X of partial choice functions IX / X is injectively inductive.
Proof. Let C ⊆ C˜X be a chain. Let UC be the object of its upper bounds. C has a canonical upper bound given by
fC (x) = {y : X |(∃g : C)(g(x) = y)}. (Since C is a chain, this fC is well-defined.) Now define h : U˜C / UC by h(g) = fC∪g .
This is a splitting of the inclusion, so UC is injective. 
Theorem 4.17. (IZL)⇒(IC).
Proof. Given an object X , the object C˜X of partial choice functions from IX to X is injectively inductive, so it has an injective
object of maximal elements. Let f : IX ⇁ X be a maximal partial choice function. Let the domain on which f is defined be
I ′X . Let y be an element of IX . As y is injective, there is a left inverse y˜
g
/ y to the inclusion, i.e.
(∀y : IX)(∃g : X˜ X˜ )(∀v : X˜)(((v ∈ y˜)⇒ g(v) ∈ X) ∧ (v ∈ y⇒ g(v) = v))
Let IX
f˜
/ X˜ correspond to f . Let x˜ = f˜ (y). Since x˜ ∈ y˜, taking x = g (˜x) gives (∀x′ : X)(f (y) = x′ ⇒ (x′ ∈ y∧ x′ = x˜)).
Thus,
(∀x′ : X)(f (y) = x′ ⇒ (x′ = g(x′) = x))
Therefore,
(∀y : IX)(∃x : X)(∀x′ : X)((f (y) = x′)⇒ (x′ = x))
(∀y : IX)(∃x : X)(f ∪ (y, x) ∈ C˜X)
(∀y : IX)(∃x : X)(f ∪ (y, x) 6 f )
(∀y : IX)(y ∈ I ′X)
so f is a total map, and a choice function. 
We can use an almost identical proof to show:
Theorem 4.18. ZL+ ⇒ The object of injective choice functions is inhabited.
The obvious next question is whether there is an injective analogue of the classical well-order principle. For the inhabited
case, Freyd [2] showed that an object is well-orderable if and only if it is choice. For the injective case, we do not get such a
strong result.
Definition 4.19. An order 6 on an object A is an injective well-order if every locally injective subobject of A has a 6-least
element.
It is obvious that any object that admits an injective well-order is injectively choice. One choice function simply picks
the least element of each subobject.
There are a number of interesting injective well-orders, for example:
Lemma 4.20. The reverse of the usual order onΩ is an injective well-order in any topos.
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Proof. Let I / i / Ω be an injective subobject of Ω . Then i is the characteristic morphism of a subobject U / u / I for
some subterminal object U . The composite of i with Ω
_∧U
/ Ω is therefore the classifying morphism of the pullback of
U / / 1 / > / Ω along i, which is u. Therefore (_ ∧ U)i = i, so (∀x : I)(x 6 χU). However, I is injective, so u locally
extends to a full element of I , which must be χU , meaning that I has a 6-maximal element. 
Recall that for an object X , we can form a subobject KX of the power object PX as the closure of X /
{}
/ PX under unions.
We say that X is Kuratowski finite (or K -finite) if the top element of PX is in KX .
Proposition 4.21. Any inhabited K-finite totally ordered object has a least element (and hence also a greatest element). Therefore,
any total order on a K-finite object is an injective well-order.
Proof. Induction on X . For singleton X , the result is trivial. If X = Y ∪ {x}, for some x : X , where any total order on Y has
a least element, then the restriction of 6 to Y has a least element y. Therefore, a least element of {x, y} is a least element
of X , so it suffices to show that all doubletons have least elements. But {x} × Jx 6 yK ∪ {y} × Jy 6 xK is clearly a singleton
subobject of {x, y}, and is 6 any other element, so it is the least element of {x, y}.
The claim about a total order on a K -finite object being an injective well-order follows immediately because a locally
injective subobject of a K -finite object is K -finite and inhabited. 
Recall from [3] that a numeral is a triple consisting of an object n, with a partial order 6, and morphisms 1 0 / n and
n s / n, such that s is inflationary, and any subobject of n that contains 0 and is closed under s is the whole of n.
Proposition 4.22. Any numeral is injectively well-ordered.
Proof. Let (n, 0, s) be a numeral, and let I / / n be an injective subobject of n (since having a least element is expressible
in the internal language of the topos, we can slice over a well-supported object to get a topos where I is actually injective,
not just locally injective). I is injective, so it has a point 1 x / I . Let I1 = {i : I|i 6 x}. Then I1 is injective, as it is a retract of
I (the splitting being given by i 7→ i∧ x). Therefore, I1 is K -finite, as an injective subobject of the K -finite object {j : n|j 6 x}
(this object is K -finite because it can be made into a numeral by taking s′(j) = s(j) ∧ x). Thus I1 has a least element, which
is also a least element of I . 
This gives us another proof of the following corollary, which we observed at the end of Section 2.
Corollary 4.23. If E has a natural numbers object then all finite cardinals are injectively choice.
Proof. As the natural numbers object is a numeral, it is injectively well-ordered, and so injectively choice. Finite cardinals
are all locally subobjects of the natural numbers object, and so must be injectively choice. 
4.3. Summary
In summary, we have shown:
Theorem 4.24. In the following list, the propositions in each sublist are equivalent, and they all imply the propositions in later
sublists.
1. (a) AC+
(b) IC and the law of the excluded middle.
2. (a) Every object has an injective well-order.
3. (a) IC
(b) Locally injective morphisms all split.
(c) In any slice of the topos, locally injective objects are injective.
(d) Π-functors send locally injective subobjects to injective objects.
(e) Strong IC
(f) IZL
4. (a) Internal IC
(b) Π-functors preserve locally injective objects.
(c) Internal IZL
(d) ZL+
(e) The object of injective choice functions is inhabited.
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